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SENIOR DARA ENGINEER JOB POSTING  

Job Title Senior Data Engineer  
Division Technology 
Location Portugal 
Reports to IT Data Manager 

 

If you are interested in, please contact with Rita Aires– Talent Advisor rita.aires@libertyseguros.pt 

Job summary 

Experienced Data/Business Intelligence developer required to play a key role in helping to transform 
how data is used at an enterprise level, using the latest cloud based tools and methodologies.  
 
You will have experience working with modern Data & BI tools in a customer focused setting and a 
strong awareness of emerging trends within this field. You will also be working in an agile/SCRUM 
methodology. You will be ambitious, adaptable and a team player with great communication skills. 
 
In return you will work in a modern, flexible environment. You will work with the latest, cloud centric, 
tools and methodologies, in an agile/dev ops team where you will gain the skills and experience to take 
your career to the next level.  
 

Key Tasks & Responsibilities 

1. Design, Develop and Deliver the key data structures required to meet the analytical needs of 
all functions of a company as it transforms itself around data and technology. 

2. Develop excellent relationships with colleagues whose success is dependent upon your work, 
including reporting analysts, data engineers & data scientists. 

3. Guide and mentor teammates. Help build a high performance, self-supporting team. 
4. Proactively investigate and advocate for new tools, processes and working methodologies. 
5. Continuous review and implementation of best of breed practices to manage data quality within 

the organization. 
6. Build relationships, both on-site and internationally, to ensure we take fullest advantage of 

existing global expertise and to ensure that our talents benefit international colleagues. 
7. Deploy complex data models, analytics programs and machine learning & statistical methods 
8. Prepare data for easier consumption by business and for predictive & prescriptive modelling 
9. Support infrastructure deployment effort with AWS 
10. Be adequately informed on product and services delivery progress as it relates to application 

delivery. 
 

Qualifications 

 Third level degree (in Computer Science or related field). 
 Experienced in effectively interacting and communicating with IT & Business partners 
 Advanced server platform administration expertise, and demonstrated knowledge in 

performing compliance and security audits and validating disaster recovery capabilities 
 Demonstrate knowledge of load balancers VIPs, architecting fault tolerant systems, and 

firewalls. 
 Must have several years of cloud experience in AWS, Google Cloud, etc. as a data engineer 
 Can consolidate requirements and translate them into IT & Business deliverables 
 Understands ETL/Integration tools and data integration architectures including ETL/Integration 

in complex technology environments 
 Experienced configuring ETL/Integration solutions within the Software Development Life Cycle 

(SDLC) processes 
 Knowledge of Performance Management methodologies used to drive ETL/Integration 

solutions 
 Good facilitation skills and the ability to work effectively with peer and leadership teams 
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 Has utilized in their career several different project methodologies and understands when 
different approaches are appropriate 

 Has configured ETL/Integration Solutions in an integrated team environment working with 
development and infrastructure team members to provide an end to end solution that satisfied 
the business requirements. 

 Has experience in configuring more than one aspect of ETL/Integration solutions 
 

Experience & Knowledge 

 Minimum 5-10 years IT experience with at least the last 5 holding a role in a well-structured, 
competent Data or BI team. 

 Ability to work in agile way, in an international environment, providing service to all markets 
where Liberty has an operation. 

 Knowledge of general insurance sector, products, services, classes of insurance including 
underlying legal principles and practices. 

 Strong understanding of insurance operational processes, information systems and data 
security. 

 Ability and experience to interpret complex business requirements and apply these in a practical 
and proportionate way. 

 Ability to make/take calculated decisions and to think forward and act accordingly 
 Ability to work independently. 
 Ability to promote a strong data dev ops culture. 
 Excellent management skills and the ability to interface easily with staff at all levels as well as 

outside authorities. 
 Experience in facilitating change, including collaboration with management stakeholders 
 Project management and ability to solve problems with good analytical skills. 
 Fluency in English required. 
 Conversational Spanish is desirable. 

 

Competencies 

 Ability to communicate effectively and assertively, verbally and in writing, to clearly express 
logically reasoned ideas and also the ability to deliver public presentations. 

 Consumer focused. 
 Ability to work well in multi-disciplined and/or cross functional teams. 
 Demonstrated ability to work in a fast-paced environment and to make sound judgments under 

tight deadlines. 
 Results driven, forward thinking and a solution finder. 
 High level of integrity and professional ethics. 
 Commitment to on-going personal growth. 
 Strong problem-solving skills and ability to think creatively 
 Team player – relates to others in a professional manner and promotes teamwork. Understands 

the power of a team over a collection of individuals. 
 


